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Ads [closing] :: 01/27/2017(Sun) 09:09:25 :: A quick look at the DC Comics Rebirth event. —————— 01/27/2017(Sun) 10/07/2016. The 10th Anniversary Event. (DVD (Region 1) Full Box Set. Please enjoy free download blood 2 the chosen full game and don’t forget to join our.New Delhi: The situation in Kashmir following the Centre’s move to revoke Article 370 of the
Indian constitution is normal and the people in Kashmir are calm and not witnessing any tension. “I have a full day ahead of me today. I will be going out and going to the office. I have to conduct the business. People in my office have already started their work,” Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti said. “The situation is normal. There are no reports of any
tension so far,” the Chief Minister said. If a small tension erupts anywhere, the government machinery will step in and pacify the people, she added. Later, speaking to the news agency ANI, she said, “I am not to be blamed for the situation in the valley because the government has followed the orders of the Supreme Court.” “We had asked for an extension of time to decide on
these matters but the (central) government has already decided to revoke Article 370,” she said. “It has now been decided that we will not be able to get benefits of the special status,” she said. The situation was “completely normal and the government has not imposed any restrictions on the people,” she said. “The government is in touch with people from the valley,” she said.
Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti, along with a team of officials
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